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CHRISTOS M. COTSAKOS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Department of Accounting and Law

Arya, Avinash: IFRS and the United States: Where Do We Go from Here? SP2020
Avdeev, Valeriya: A Study of Premium Academic Journals in Taxation Law SP2020
Beniluz, Yoel: Can Investors Earn Abnormal Returns Based on the Interplay between Earnings Announcement News and the Accompanying Management Earnings Guidance? SP2020
Ekmekjian, Elizabeth: New Jersey Attacks! IRS, We Want Our Salt Deduction Back! SP2020
Wong, Chin (Hannah): A Study of Premium Academic Journals in Taxation Law SP2020
Xu, Lianzan: The New Tax Law, Deferred Taxes, and Corporate Tax Windfall SP2021

Department of Economics, Finance and Global Business

Abouk, Rahi: Effect of School Shootings on Pregnant Mothers and their Birth Outcomes SP2021
Andreopoulos, Giuliana: Economic and Social Inequality in Public Education: The Case On New Jersey High Schools SP2020
Cai, Francis: The Impact of Institutional Trading on Weekly Options Stock Pinning SP2020
Gritsch, Martin: Does Education Benefit Everyone Equally? A Detailed Look at Wage Distributions SP2020
Guo, Tao: Race, Gender, Sexual Orientation, and Barriers to Entry in Financial Planning Careers SP2020
Malindretos, John: Forecasting Exchange Rates SP2020
Nagaraj, Priya: Rules of origin and Other Non-Tariff Measures in NAFTA SP2020
Snyder, Tricia: How Does European Monetary Policy Impact the Disparity between Rich and Poor across the Eurozone? SP2020
Verzani, Lawrence: Race, Gender, Sexual Orientation, and Barriers to Entry in Financial Planning Careers SP2020
Zhang, Chuanqian: Debt Financing and Learning Curve Production SP2021
Zhang, Ge: The Maximum Pain with the Introduction of Weekly Options SP2021
Department of Marketing and Management

Arevalo, Jorge: Reported Faculty Impacts of Sustainability Management Education SP2021
Betts, Stephen: Personal Experience, Dispositional Differences and Job Characteristics as Predictors of Business Decisions and Job Attitudes SP2021
Chao, Chen-ho (Mike): The Effect of Strong vs. Weak Attribute Presentations on Product Evaluation: A Cross-cultural Application of Preference Reversals SP2020
Feng, Shan: The Effects of Price Presentation on Consumers' Promotion Evaluation SP2020
Florenthal, Bela: Millennials' Engagement with and Donation to NPOs SP2021
Kashyap, Rajiv: An Investigation of the Effectiveness of Discounted Pricing Strategies in Business-to-Business Markets SP2020
Kretinin, Andrey: How Can Companies Utilize Informal Institutions to Enhance Their Internationalization, Dynamic Capabilities Perspective: Evidence from Service Industries SP2020
Li, Fuan: Ethical Violations and Shareholder Value Perspectives in Emerging Economies: The Role of Ethics of Autonomy and Confucianism SP2020
Nyaanga, Solomon: The Mediating Role of Relationships between Leader Member Exchange and Team Leader Exchange in Distributed Work Environment and Organizational Outcomes: An Empirical Analysis SP2020
Samuel, Jim: An Exploratory Analysis of the Evolving Nature of Information in Artificial Intelligence: Implications of Big Data Technologies For Human Intelligence, Labor and Business SP2020
Teng, Jinn-Tsair (James): Seller's Optimal Inventory Policy and Payment Term Among Advance, Cash, and Credit Payments SP2020
Watad, Mahmoud: A Comparative Study Linking Innovation with Economic Development of Two Countries: Morocco and Malaysia SP2020

Department of Professional Sales

Ashnai, Bahar: Mindful Selling: The Role of Mindfulness in B2B Selling SP2020
Kothandaraman, Prabakar: Embracing Bad Habits: Exploring Hockey Stick Effects in Sales SP2021